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Abstract: The Digital collection of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts (http://dizbi.hazu.hr) includes
digitized materials of the Academy's research units and the Academy Library. The Collection currently
comprises the following materials in original formats: books, journals, cast sheets, microfilms, plaster casts,
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1. Introduction
The Digital collection of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts (http://dizbi.hazu.hr)
includes digitized materials of the Academy's research units and the Academy Library. It was
launched in 2009 with the aim of serving as a unique digital repository, representing the
Croatian Academy's scientific and artistic collection on one Web site, offering free Web
access and modern and standardized development of technical support.
The following Academy units: The Fine Arts Archives, the Institute of the History of
Croatian Literature, Theatre and Music: The Division of the History of the Croatian Theatre
and the Division of the History of Croatian Music, and the Academy Library as initiator, have
established the Digital Collection. The Glyptotheque joined in the repository in March 2011.
Its task is to collect digitized reproductions of major works of statuary art by means of plaster
casts. The latest units are the Division of the History of Croatian Literature, The Ethnology
Division, The Strossmayer Gallery of Old Masters and The Croatian Museum of Architecture.
The Library director coordinates the team consisting of one or more representatives
(mostly younger researches) from each Academy unit. The project is funded from multiple
sources as follows: the annual budget of the Academy (140,000 HRK in 2011 for the project
of digitization), The Foundation of the Academy (15,000 HRK in 2011), annual competitions
for financial support for digitization by the Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Croatia
(60,000 HRK in 2011) and of the City of Zagreb Office for Education, Culture and Sports
(67,000 HRK). The total amount was 267,000 HRK in 2011, or since the beginning of the
project of digitization in 2008 approximately 550,000 HRK.
The Digital Collection currently comprises the following materials in original formats:
books and journals (296,054 pages or 889 volumes), art exhibition catalogs (5,504 pages or
258 volumes), cast sheets (7,063), microfilms (1,266 frames or 72 units), plaster casts (237),
medals and plaques (171), copies of frescos (10) and Croatian sculptures (238), manuscripts
(12,312), photos (74), paintings (100). The total amount is 323,029 digitized units at the end
of 2011. The plan is to store video recordings of lectures to be held in the Academy.
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The criteria for the selection of materials to be digitized are based upon the principles
of scientific, cultural and historical value and interest, preventive protection of old and rare
items, and the promotion of the scientific, research, artistic and publishing activity of the
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts.
The digitized documents are stored in several formats: masters in high resolution 24
bits uncompressed TIFF format (400 dpi), derived images in JPEG format, textual material in
PDF additionally processed for online access, following the procedures and regulations
recommended by the Croatian Cultural Heritage Project Office. Uploaded documents in
different formats like born-digital doc, xls etc. except audio and video documents, are
converted on-the-fly to PDF upon upload. The original files and created PDF files are stored
on the server as well, but they are not accessible to a public user. The ArhivX concept applied
in the repository allows the access to single page image without the need to download the full
document on the client side. A user can download document in PDF format with embedded
watermark generated on-the-fly.
Conceptual design and programming of the Digital Collections of the Croatian
Academy of Sciences and Arts was conducted by the company ArhivPRO d.o.o. I thank Mr.
Kristijan Crnković for his suggestions and good cooperation.
2. Structure of the repository
In the digital collection of the Academy the arrangement of material, design, viewing and
searching should be simple and clear. These are the main objectives pursued.
On the home page of the repository there is the main menu with a list of Academy research
and museum-gallery units and a list of the most popular, most read and recently added
documents.
3. Virtual exhibition
Virtual exhibition is the only, but striking, visual content on the first page. In the short time
intervals various images from the virtual exhibitions are displayed on the homepages of each
unit of the Academy. At this level it is possible to access the introductory description of the
digitized collection of each Academy unit, and the menu with the list of its digitized
collections. (Fig. 1)

Fig. 1. Home page
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Virtual exhibition can be found on the home page of each Academy unit. The
exhibition presents the most attractive digitized fragments. In the same way it is possible to
organize thematic exhibitions.
4. How to display the digitized documents?
There are two ways in which the material is displayed on the first level. The most
comprehensive publication of journal / series Rad HAZU, which has a total of 520 volumes
retained the original disposition of the main numbering string that is the volume number,
without displaying the metadata. (Fig. 2)

Fig. 2. Displaying the most comprehensive publication Rad HAZU of 520 volumes

The initial thumbnail display and associated metadata are used for all other collections
on the first level. The arrangement within a single type of document or collection can be
easily changed by selecting the key for sorting - author, title, date, etc. (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Displaying by title proper

There are two different shortened viewing interfaces (Fig. 4 and 5). The first
emphasizes the metadata and the second image of digitized material, which is suitable for art
exhibits - paintings, sculptures, etc.
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Fig. 4. Shortened viewing interface which emphasizes the metadata

Fig. 5. Shortened viewing interface which emphasizes image of digitized material

On the second level the thumbnail image is enlarged. There is also more metadata on
this level and (Fig. 6) available tags and references to the related network resources outside of
the repository, as well as links to documents that illustrate or complement the main digitized
object. For non-linguistic contents there are bookmarks and tags that could be used for
indexing purposes as well as for area selection and tagging. For example, some area of a
painting can be selected and tagged. (Fig. 7) The system is able to find selected and tagged
area through search mechanism.

Fig. 6. The second level of viewing
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Fig. 7. In paintings tags lead to its selected parts for iconographic analysis

5. JavaScript browser
On the third level the digitized object can be viewed in JavaScript browser (Fig. 7 and 8).
This interface has versatile characteristics. It runs successfully on all platforms such as
Internet Explorer, Firefox, Google Chrome, etc., as well as Windows and Linux systems.
Accessing the requested page is very fast. A user does not have to wait for the whole
multipage document to be downloaded. Instead, the client generates a request for a particular
page and sends it to the server. The server responds quickly, while there is a small amount of
data that should be transferred to the client side.

Fig. 8. Viewing a document of 784 pages,
which are fast accessible through JavaScript browser

The functionality of the JavaScript interface is constantly being improved. The
following features exist at the moment: thumbnails and large image preview (the icons 1 and
2), thumbnails only preview viewing (icon 3), large image preview (icon 4), double page
preview (icon 5), fit to height (icon 6) fit to width (icon 7), best fit preview (icon 8) and
continuously viewing images by vertical sequence (icon 9). Textual materials can be accessed
through the table of contents of the journal or book (icon 14). Text extraction from the
scanned image is available as well (icon 15). The following are the icons for viewing
references (icon 16) and displaying tags (17). The selected range of pages or the entire
scanned document can be saved as a .pdf document (icon 18). By clicking on the last two
icons you can print the current page (icon 19) or zoom and rotate a picture (icon 20). A
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watermark (the official logo of the Academy with the image of its founder, Josip Juraj
Strossmayer) appears on every image of an exported or printed document.
6. References
This feature is developed for semantic linking with other repositories that use similar
technology and the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH)
standard.
By clicking on the icon of the JavaScript interface the reference window opens: a click
on the right icon displays the section of the related document in our repository. (Fig. 9). By
clicking the name of reference a document in another repository that refers to the document in
our repository is displayed (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9. Displaying the section of the related document in the Academy repository

Fig. 10. Displaying the document in another repository
that refers to the document in the Academy repository

7. Searching
There are integrated searching algorithms for metadata and full-text search supporting the
following:
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1. Full-text or metadata search: use keywords to search the full-text of all items in
repository.
2. Collection search: search inside a collection of materials
3. Single-volume search: when viewing an item in the viewer, use keywords to search
inside that volume.
Full-text search supports phrase searching or multiple term searching. Non-linguistic content
is searchable through tags and bookmarks set by collection builders.
7.1. Highlighted search result. Search terms are highlighted in the search result list
(Fig. 11),

Fig. 11. Highlighted search result

as well as on the images in the universal viewer (Fig.12).

Fig. 12. Highlighted search result on the image in the universal viewer

As mentioned above searching is supported in a single document, in an entire
collection or in all collections of the repository. Searching is available in JavaScript interface
or in Silverlight.
Clicking the search icon in the JavaScript viewer of a single document and typing the
required term in the search box (Fig. 13) displays the OCR text in a new window with the
requested term highlighted. By clicking on the icon at the bottom of the page, the requested
page with highlighted search term appears.
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Fig. 13. Single volume search

Clicking on the specific collection of documents starts a search within this collection
(Fig. 14).

Fig. 14. Collection search

The entire repository search starts by typing a search term on the home page (Fig. 15).

Fig. 15. Full-text or metadata search
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Advanced search includes the document/collection/repository level and Boolean
operators. Search results are grouped by type of metadata (author, title, notes, keywords, etc.),
above which is the full text search result as the first listed.
8. Silverlight
Digitized documents sometimes contain high-resolution images which you may want to view
in greater detail. This feature is available when using the Microsoft Silverlight plug-in which
can be installed by following the instructions on
http://www.microsoft.com/getsilverlight/Get-Started/Install/Default.aspx.
The digital collection of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts includes
paintings, sculptures and old and rare books which can be viewed in Silverlight.
Control toolbar includes a toolbar icon for navigation between pages, an icon for
increasing or decreasing the size of the viewing window and the pressing the Escape button
exits full-screen mode. Zoom in and out of the image using the + / - buttons or the mouse
wheel. Rotate the image using the clockwise / counter clockwise arrows. (Fig. 16).

Fig. 16. Interface for viewing the high resolution digitized books with Silverlight

Searching the document displayed in the Silverlight technology is possible as well. In
Figure 16. search result is marked in red.

Fig. 17. Video recording
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9. Video
Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts organizes many scientific lectures and
conferences, captured regularly in video format and saved on DVDs.
The new video displaying technology can solve the problem of video long term preservation,
and at the same time provide access to the recordings to all or selected Internet users. (Fig.17).
10. Using the repository
The Digital collection of the Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts can be used without
authorization. Each user can browse and search without limitation through the entire
repository, with the exception of the documents protected by copyright. Such material may
only be used in the Academy Library.
Authorized users can create personalized pages, save favorite documents, add tags,
etc. The researchers can store their scientific results and working papers during the study on
their own personalized pages in the repository.
11. Conclusion
Digital collection of the Academy is being developed very intensively. Since 2008 when the
library began developing its digital collection, and since 2009 when the development spread
to other Academy units, the repository keeps a total of about 323,000 images of books or
separate documents, such as cast sheets, paintings, etc.
Number of Academy units is also growing, from four in the beginning to nine in 2011.
The number of users is also growing very rapidly. In the recent year the repository was
visited by about 15,000 visitors, creating bandwidth of 498.0GB.
What's next? We hope that the other Academy units will join into the repository
successively and that the process to join Europeana is also an achievable goal in the near
future. We are optimistic!
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